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14 of 16 review helpful Better than I could have anticipated By galtina I rsquo ve been fascinated with the French 
since I was a teenager which led to living in Paris when I was 27 and visiting at least thirty more times and I know 
well and have talked at length with a lot of French people Yet they still baffle me and I rsquo m constantly amazed at 
the new often odd things I learn about them so when I heard about this Why are the French such an exceptional nation 
Why do they think they are so exceptional The French take pride in the fact that their history and culture have 
decisively shaped the values and ideals of the modern world French ideas are no less distinct in their form while 
French thought is abstract stylish and often opaque it has always been bold and creative and driven by the relentless 
pursuit of innovation In How the French Think the interna Chosen by Foreign Affairs as one of the Best Books of 
2015 New York of Books A stimulating contribution In this work Hazareesingh displays not only a deep familiarity 
with French society but a rare sense for a foreigner o 
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